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A full-color reference to planning for and executing a successful wedding day shootWedding
photography has become a major industry, and the number of photographers getting into this field is
rapidly increasing?making it even more competitive. Written by top wedding photographer, Kenny
Kim, this full-color reference walks you through all the major (and minor) steps involved in planning
and organizing a successful wedding day shoot.You'll get unique advice on everything from your
initial meeting with the engaged couple to the final presentation of the commemorative book.
Packed with checklists, schedules, etiquette tips, and much more, this book is an essential wedding
photography resource for every wedding photographer.Provides detailed coverage of all the major
and minor steps in preparing for a successful wedding day shootExplores preparation for every
detail of taking unique and memorable wedding day photosSpans the initial meeting with the couple
all the way to presenting them with their photo albumReassures you of your preparation, using
checklists, schedules, etiquette tips, answers to questions, and moreFrom rings and vows to
dancing and "wows", this resource will help you prepare to capture every moment of a couple's
special day.
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Before I got this book, I shot a handful of weddings just "flying by the seat of my pants". In this book,
Kenny clearly provides the reader the direction needed for a successful wedding. He ventures
outside of technical shot specifications, and focuses on the photographers thought process, action

plan, and reasoning behind each and every shot. I followed his advice and can attest to his findings
myself. At the end of my most recent wedding, my clients were overjoyed with the work I had done...
without (as Kenny says) seeing a single image! Planning works! Thanks Kenny!

The Wedding Photographer's Planner by Kenny Min is mainly a collection of checklist of what to
anticipate in typical American wedding. It is quite comprehensive from engagement session, getting
ready, ceremony, reception, and after wedding. It also includes some tips about business and
further learning.The book is suited for photographers who like to know what is the wedding
photographers and what to expect in the event. For seasoned wedding photographers or if you
already shots several weddings, the book gives a little value. The style covered in this wedding is
pretty much traditional, meaning that most of the photography is done mostly by directing and less
about anticipating extraordinary moments (candid style).The checklists are helpful for new
photographers so they don't miss any important details, but if you have experience in wedding
photography, you should already know 80-90% of the stuff in the book.The book has over 250
pages of content, but unfortunately, it is too heavy on images than on the text. The images are
relevant to the page but do not have caption. Also I think the images are not the best of Kenny Kim
works. It looks very ordinary.If you need guidance or information how to start a wedding business,
the book provide very good reference, but if you are experienced photographer looking for
extraordinary insights that will set you to the next level, you should look for other books.For more
reviews (books, tips and gears), please visit my blog. The address is on my profile page. Thank you
for reading.

This past weekend I shot my first wedding. My days leading up to the event were spent studying
various wedding photographers, tips and tricks not to mention several sleepless nights due to
feeling a little un-prepared as this was my first wedding. I happend to stop by a local Chapters book
store and found Kenny Kims book. I could not leave without it and did not regret my purchase.Not
only was this book chalked full of valuable wedding photographers advice but the "lists" were
invaluable to me. Infact I took this book with me to the wedding so I could reference it and make
sure not to miss important shots. Kim covers every aspect from meeting with the client for the first
time to wrapping up the final product in wedding albums and he even covers branding and
networking.If you are just starting out like I am I would HIGHLY recommend this book. I have spent
hours online looking for the "answers" for someone just starting out. If I had to spend my time and
invest a little bit of money over again I would just stick with this book alone. Kims information is

forthright, easy to read and the book is not filled with "fluff" like other wedding photographers books.
I felt prepared and confident as I shot the wedding and the bride and groom were happy with my
images. Infact the bride e-mailed me 9 times the day I posted a preview on my blog, excited and
thanking me for the images. No doubt Kim's advice was fast at work.The images in the book are
very inspiring as well, Kenny's work is simply beautiful and he will forever be a photographer I will
admire and aspire to be like.Thanks for writing this book Kenny, it has made it's way into my camera
bag and is just as valuable to me as my 24-70L 2.8! I won't shoot another wedding without
it!Heather Grilliot

Me? I'm Karlo.[...]

If you are venturing out to do wedding photography, this book is very well put together! It's simple,
and goes through all the important steps and check lists that you need for a wedding. And the price
is cheap and well worth every penny!

If you're thinking of getting this book... do yourself a big favor and DO IT. Kenny is a brilliant
photographer and wrote a great book that will help you tremendously with your wedding
photography business. He goes over EVERYTHING and pumps you up to have an amazing, fun,
successful career in wedding photography.

Once you read it you will be able to comprehend the intricate process a wedding represents. Why
this, once in a lifetime (even if the person (s) marry more than once still a unique experience every
time) and the great responsibility a wedding photographer has of providing a satisfactory service to
his/her clients.Few times have I come across a book that is so complete and concise. Easy to read,
lots of photo examples, plain language plus indispensable, easy to follow "check lists" to
successfully accomplish the difficult task of recording, with stills, such of memorable moment as a
wedding is.

I've been studying photography for over 25 years. Most the books I read contain some beautiful
pictures, and almost no USEFUL TECHNICAL INFORMATION. This book on the other hand, is all
about business. Covers so many details that I've never thought about. From tiny things to complex
stuff, it covers it all in a very direct and precise language, without any delay.Great bang for the buck,
more books should be like this: congrats, Mr. Kenny Kim. Check the author's page here at

.http://www..com/Kenny-Kim/e/B003K2TP6A/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_pop_1
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